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UOW is one of the world’s best modern 
universities, with campuses in Australia, 
Dubai, Hong Kong and now in Malaysia. 
Within Malaysia we offer a full spectrum of 
university level qualifications through UOW 
Malaysia KDU, including both undergraduate and 
postgraduate degree programs, as well as research 
opportunities to meet the emerging needs of the 
region.  Students have the choice to complete their 
program within Malaysia or take advantage of our 
global campus network to experience living and 
studying offshore. 

Our ambition for our graduates is that they will 
be ethical, agile thinkers who are competitive in a 
global economy and that their experiences at UOW 
will shape their sense of self as well as their future 
careers.

Wherever you find a UOW campus you will find 
a team focused upon making impact through 
working with industry, research partners, 
governments, and communities, to address 
society’s critical economic, environmental, 
social and medical challenges. Our researchers, 
graduates and teachers inspire a better future 
through education, research and partnership 
and they are recognised as some of the best in the 
world.
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Where 
doors 
open

At UOW, we're big enough to matter, but small 
enough to care. You’ll receive all the support 
and resources you need to find your purpose 
and chase your dream career.

 
Top 1%
University of 
Wollongong 
Australia ranking 
among the world’s 
universities.

196th in the world – 
QS World University 
Rankings 2021

 
5+ stars
rating university

QS World University 
Rankings 2021

 
5 stars
for Skills 
Development, 
Student Support, 
Learning Resources, 
Learner Engagement 
and Staff 
Qualifications.

Australian Good 
Universities Guide 
2020

89.6%
employer 
satisfaction  rating 
for UOW graduates. 

QILT Employer 
Satisfaction  
Survey 2020

 
Top 20
16th best modern 
university in the 
world

QS Top 50 Under 50 
Rankings 2020

PERSONALISED

While UOW offers more than 200 
undergraduate degrees, you’re 
more than just a face in the crowd. 
Our lecturers are passionate, 
approachable and supportive 
industry leaders. Some degrees let 
you experience different study areas 
before specialising, while others 
let you choose multiple majors 
or electives as you progress. This 
flexibility ensures your degree is  
highly personalised.

HANDS-ON

Practical experience is incorporated 
into every UOW degree. With five-
star learning resources and strong 
industry partnerships, you’ll get 
the opportunity to gain real-world 
experiences through internships, 
work placements, practical classes, 
industry projects and competitions. 
This means you will graduate with 
the skills employers want and the 
confidence to succeed outside  
the classroom. 

JOB READY

With some of the best graduate 
career  outcomes in the world, 
UOW is committed to getting you 
job ready. With online and offline 
workshops, expos, personalised 
career support and the UOWx 
program - designed to capture 
your extra-curricular activity as an 
additional transcript - you'll have all 
the tools you need to stand out in a 
competitive job market. Many UOW 
degrees are also accredited with 
relevant industry bodies to ensure 
your degree opens as many doors  
as possible.

See all the tools available at  
uow.edu.au/careers

uow.edu.au/careers
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A truly 
global university
UOW is a significant international player among 
Australian universities. Being a global university 
is about cultural diversity and the mobility of 
our students and teaching staff. It is also about 
preparing students for their roles in society and a 
global workplace.
The University of Wollongong (UOW) is a global network of campuses, 
students, graduates and academics. Our international focus is strengthened 
through a collaborative network of partners across the globe.

UOW is a truly global educator, delivering world-class teaching to students 
in the United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong, China, Malaysia and Singapore. 
We have formal agreements with more than 400 overseas institutions in 
45 countries spanning research collaborations, teaching collaborations, 
credit arrangements, articulation arrangements, study abroad and exchange 
programs and offshore program delivery.

Studying at UOW is bigger than a degree, as a UOW student, you become part 
of one of the world’s most respected young universities. This means connecting 
with people, ideas and knowledge from across the globe.

The University of Wollongong in Dubai (UOWD) 

One of the UAE’s oldest and most prestigious Universities. 
Established in 1993 by the University of Wollongong in 
Australia, UOWD represents a pioneering Australian initiative 
in the Gulf region that has grown into a comprehensive, dual-
accredited institution. UOWD provides a comprehensive range 
of undergraduate and postgraduate degrees in Business and 
Management, Finance and Accounting, Humanities and Social 
Sciences, and Computer Science and Engineering.
uowdubai.ac.ae

University of Wollongong, Australia
UOW was founded on the donations of local people with a vision 
of a brighter future for our region. Since then, we’ve become one 
of the world’s best modern universities, working with industry, 
research partners, governments, and communities, to address 
society’s critical economic, environmental, social and medical 
challenges. Our researchers, graduates and teachers inspire a better 
future through education, research and partnership. And they are 
recognised as some of the best in the world.
uow.edu.au

UOW College Australia
UOW College provides pathway programs for students to gain 
entry to the University of Wollongong (UOW). UOW College also 
offers career ready qualifications in Nursing and Fitness to prepare 
students of all ages for upskilling in their current role or entry to the 
workforce.

UOW College is an integral component of UOW. Our students thrive 
from studying on UOW campuses, and have full access to the same 
academic support, accommodation services, sports, culture and 
entertainment facilities.
uowcollege.edu.au

UOW College Hong Kong (UOWCHK)
Formerly the Community College of City University, has over 35 
years of experience in providing quality tertiary education in Hong 
Kong. Since July 2015, the College has been in a formal alliance 
with the University of Wollongong (UOW), Australia, through 
which our students’ horizons and learning experiences have been 
widened and enriched via visits by UOW academics or exchange 
programmes to UOW. Through UOWCHK, UOW offers top-up 
programs in Communication and Media Studies, Computer Science 
and Business.
cityu.edu.hk/cccu

Global campuses 
Beyond Australia UOW has campuses in the United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and a presence in China and 
Singapore. UOW has also established partnerships with a number of international education institutions to provide 
students with opportunities to access quality education delivered by UOW outside Australia.

uow.edu.au
uowcollege.edu.au
uowdubai.ac.ae
cityu.edu.hk/cccu
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International 
experience
If you have ever dreamed of seeing 
the world and immersing yourself in a 
new culture, a study overseas program 
can offer you an amazing educational 
adventure - and an experience that will 
last a lifetime. 

Expand your horizons
– Enhance your employment prospects by graduating from UOW with an 

international edge - employers are increasingly placing a high value on 
international experience.

– Advance your studies and experience a truly ‘international education’ 
studying abroad helps you build valuable job skills, such as language 
proficiency, cultural training, tolerance for ambiguity, adaptability, and 
communication.

– Study at some of the most prestigious universities for teaching and 
research around the world – give yourself an advantage that others don’t 
have.

– Develop a greater understanding of both your own and another culture 
as well as meet new people and develop life-long friendships around the 
world.

– Grow in self-confidence and become more independent, while learning 
more about yourself.

Partner 
universities
UOW Malaysia KDU progression pathways, 
articulation agreements and dual award 
programs with a number of universities allow 
you to continue your university studies abroad.

Australia
– University of Wollongong
– UOW College
– Griffith University
– La Trobe University
– RMIT University
– The University of Adelaide
– The University of Melbourne
– The University of Queensland
– University of Canberra
– Victoria University

Hong Kong
– UOW College Hong Kong 

United Arab Emirates
– University of Wollongong Dubai

United Kingdom
– Birmingham City University
– City University of London
– De Montfort University Leicester
– Imperial College London
– King’s College, London
– London School of Economics
– Middlesex University of London
– SOAS University of London
– The University of Lincoln
– The University of Northampton
– University of Bedfordshire
– University of Cambridge 
– University of Coventry
– University of Essex
– University of Hull
– University of London
– University of Oxford
– University of Sheffield
– University of Sunderland
– University of the West of England, Bristol 
 (UWE Bristol)

United States
– American University
– Auburn University
– California State University, Monterey Bay
– DePaul University, Chicago
– Florida International University
– George Mason University
– Johnson & Wales University, Rhode 

Island
– Louisiana State University
– Northern Arizona University
– South Dakota State University
– State University of New York, Plattsburgh
– The University of Central Florida
– The University of Illinois at Chicago
– The University of Kansas
– The University of South Carolina
– University of Adelphi 
– University of Central Missouri
– University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire
– Western Michigan University

Cambodia
– Paragon International University

Ireland
– Athlone Institute of Technology
– Dundalk Institute of Technology

Japan
– Chugoku Gakuen University
– Gakushuin University
– Okayama University
– Rikkyo University
– Sapporo Gakuin University 
– Tezukayama Gakuin University
– Toyota Technological Institute

South Korea
– Dankook University

Canada
– Centennial College
– Concordia University
– Conestoga College
– Dalhousie University
– Humber College
– McGill University
– Memorial University of Newfoundland
– Simon Fraser University
– The University of British Columbia
– University of Alberta
– University of Calgary
– University of Manitoba
– University of Ottawa
– University of Regina
– University of Saskatchewan
– University of Toronto
– University of Victoria
– University of Waterloo
– University of Windsor
– York University

Vietnam
– FPT University

Study 
abroad 
UOW can take you all 
around the globe.
Why not discover the colourful cultures and 
ancient traditions of Asia, walk in the footsteps 
of historical legends in Europe, or  join your 
Wollongong mates for a barbeque on the beach. 
While we think that Wollongong is the best 
place to be, where you can enjoy a hike in the 
mountains, a swim in the ocean and all the food, 
shopping and culture nestled in between, at 
UOW Malaysia KDU you have almost endless 
possibilities to see the world while you study! 

UOW Malaysia KDU 
students who transfer 
to UOW Australia enjoy 
a 25% tuition discount 
or may obtain a Merit 
Scholarship of up to 30%

* Ask us on which study abroad pathways are available for your selected program. Study at UOW Australia for an even greater range of study abroad opportunities.



Your future, 
your way
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UOW Malaysia KDU 
campuses

UOW Malaysia KDU 
Penang University College, 
Batu Kawan, Penang
The Batu Kawan campus is the newest 
campus within the UOW Malaysia KDU 
network and brings for the first time an 
Australian higher education experience to 
Mainland Penang. The expansive 10-acre 
campus houses facilities that support 
the delivery of selected programs from 3 
faculties, including graduate programs. 
The 3 faculties being the Centre for Pre-
University Studies, School of Engineering, 
Computing & Built Environment, and 
the School of Business. Conceptualized 
as a green campus in a park environment, 
students are greeted with its generous 
landscaping the moment they enter the 
campus and are ushered into the vibrant 
educational learning spaces, including of 
an expansive library, scattered throughout 
the campus. The campus is located next to 
IKEA, the Design Village shopping precinct, 
and adjacent to the Batu Kawan Industrial 
Park. This ensures there is optimal 
collaboration with employers to provide 
students with opportunities to undertake 
internships and participate in professional 
activities. The Batu Kawan campus offers 
a full range of industry-focused programs 
from Foundation, through to Bachelor and 
postgraduate level.

UOW Malaysia KDU 
Penang University College, 
George Town, Penang
UOW Malaysia KDU Penang University 
College began its chapter when it opened its 
doors to its first batch of students in 1991. 
Since then, the UOW Malaysia KDU Penang 
University College has grown by leaps and 
bounds. The George Town campus is located 
nearby the picturesque World Heritage Site 
of George Town. The University College 
offers a full spectrum of programs from 
Foundation through to Bachelors, Masters 
and PhD programs. Particularly known 
for its industry programs in Media studies, 
and Culinary Arts/Hospitality, the George 
Town campus also has programs in multiple 
fields including accounting, business, 
computing, engineering, nursing, public 
relations, and tourism. Now sitting proudly 
at Jalan Anson, UOW Malaysia KDU Penang 
University College is the most popular 
private tertiary education provider in the 
northern region. It has international alumni 
from 60 countries around the world.

UOW Malaysia KDU 
University College,  
Utropolis Glenmarie, Selangor
In January 2015, UOW Malaysia KDU 
University College moved to its new 
flagship campus at Utropolis Glenmarie, 
with its state-of-the-art facilities and 
a contemporary teaching and learning 
environment. UOW Malaysia KDU 
University College offers a wide range of 
programs at Foundation, Diploma, Degree, 
Masters and PhD levels, and has introduced 
bachelor  degree programs that are at the 
forefront of growing industries, reflecting 
its promise of being a real-world learning 
institution meeting real-world needs. These 
include hospitality, tourism and culinary 
arts, game development and computing, 
communications and creative arts, business, 
as well as engineering.

UOW Malaysia KDU College,  
Utropolis Glenmarie, Selangor
UOW Malaysia KDU College, offers quality 
international programs with great student 
experience through its partnership with 
top universities around the world. Its close 
collaboration with top-ranking foreign 
university and education partners also 
ensures students of globally-recognised 
pre-university and bachelor degree 
qualifications that are equivalent to those 
awarded by the partners’ home campuses. 
UOW Malaysia KDU students thus have the 
best of both worlds at their doorstep.

UOW Malaysia KDU
The University of Wollongong is committed to being a  
pre-eminent provider of higher education in Malaysia 
through the UOW Malaysia KDU network of campuses. 
This commitment combines UOW’s internationally recognized teaching and personalized approach to students 
with our vibrant Malaysian campuses and industry-focused programs. Our success is evident in the numbers. 
Employers prefer our graduates, with 95.7% of UOW Malaysia KDU graduates in 2019 securing a position, or 
pursuing further study, within 6-months of graduation.

Your time at UOW Malaysia KDU will be about uncovering your passions and using them to make an impact. As a 
university group that’s big enough to matter, but small enough to care, you’ll receive all the support and resources 
you need to find your purpose and chase your dream career. And in this rapidly-changing world, we focus on 
teaching not just specialist knowledge, but also the skills needed to embrace change and solve tomorrow’s 
challenges. 

uowmkdu.edu.my/campuses

uowmkdu.edu.my/campuses
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Industry partners
Our aim is to provide a pathway for our students to link with industry partners, and for industry to access an 
undiscovered pipeline of innovative, driven and curious students eager to enter the workforce.

Graduate attributes
At UOW Malaysia KDU we take great pride in the qualities we instill in 
our graduates, which firmly reflect our institutional culture and values. 
Our graduates’ academic and campus experience ensures that they 
possess the following attributes regardless of their program of study.

Creative, Critical Thinking, 
and Problem Solving Abilities
– Analyze, assess, and utilize different thinking 

skills to determine the value of information and 
ideas

– Provide solutions to problems effectively
– Inspire others and work effectively in a team
– Demonstrate self-awareness and self-reflection 

towards continuous-quality- improvement

Effective Communication 
Skills
– Express and discuss complex ideas effectively in 

written and spoken form
– Utilize various information technologies to 

communicate

Professional Acumen
– Apply knowledge learned effectively into their 

professional career
– Demonstrate skills of the discipline effectively 

and professionally
– Establish a strong understanding of industry 

requirements and challenges
– Strive for justice, equality, honesty, and integrity 

in his/her professional pursuits
– Continuously engage in learning new knowledge 

of the discipline as well as across disciplines

Intellectual Competency 
– Demonstrate in-depth knowledge of the 

discipline for effective decision-making

Entrepreneurial Spirit
– Engage risk and reality in decision making
– Demonstrate high adaptability and perseverance 

in overcoming challenges
– Innovate and generate ideas
– Evaluate the context and viability of an 

organization or business

Global Mindset
– Function in an international context with 

respect of diversity, and be open-minded to social 
and cultural differences

– Be knowledgeable about national, international 
and global issues

– Collaborate with anyone at any location of the 
world anytime and anywhere

– Be a responsible and ethical global citizen
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PG Penang Campus Facilities

SL Selangor Campus Facilities

PG Science Lab

PG Sky Garden

PG Media Command Centre

PG iMac Lab

PG Hot Kitchen PG Library

SL Glace - Ice Carvery SL Lecture Theatre

SL Entrepreneurialism Pod

SL Engineering Workshop

SL Culinary Lecture Theatre

SL Kadokawa Content Academy Comic Studio

SL MSI Vortex Game Development StudioSL Library

SL Hospitality Mock Suite

Campus facilities
Our campuses are comprised of 
collaboration spaces and discussion 
cubes, along with state-of-the-art lecture 
halls and classrooms to allow the most 
productive conversation and dialogue.

SL Atelier Hot Kitchen
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Youth Empowerment 
Plan
Recognised by  
YB Dato’ Hishammuddin Tun Hussein Onn 
Patron of Institut Onn Ja’afar
The UOW Malaysia KDU Youth Empowerment Plan is aligned with 
the objectives of the Malaysia Education Blueprint 2015 – 2025 in 
the pursuit of embedding the six primary attributes of Ethics and 
Spiritually, Leadership Skills, National Identity, Language Proficiency, 
Thinking Skills, and Knowledge into student life. Our Student & 
Alumni Centre and Student Services Department are enthusiasts 
on educating students to adopt a healthy lifestyle, while maximizing 
learning experiences through the various action plans contained 
within the Youth Empowerment Plan. Each pillar of the Youth 
Empowerment Plan is crafted to produce graduates that possess 
attributes based on Career Exploration, Culturation, Fitspiration, 
Hatch Up & Sustainability. 

Having completed the academic and Youth Empowerment Plan 
experience, UOW Malaysia KDU graduates’ shine with key 
competencies that make them stand out from the crowd. The 
Youth Empowerment Plan complements our academic activities 
in creating graduates who possess a unique set of attributes- 
enhanced intellectual competency, professional acumen, effective 
communication skills, creative, critical thinking and problem-solving 
abilities, entrepreneurial spirit, as well as a global mindset. The Youth 
Empowerment Plan is tailor-designed to ensure our graduates are 
ready for industry.

Student 
life 
Vibrant Community 
At UOW Malaysia KDU we believe that 
a vibrant campus life is integral to the 
international-style study experience 
available throughout our campus network. 
Through our Student & Alumni Centre 
(SAC), we promote youth engagement 
and youth leadership among students. 
UOW Malaysia KDU believes in a holistic 
approach for youth development and focuses 
on providing a non-academic experience 
for students, which enables youth to grow 
socially, emotionally and cognitively.

By encouraging involvement in soft skill 
development, UOW Malaysia KDU makes 
a positive impact on the lives of students 
and helps them to strive to be all they 
can be. Our student support services 
also aim to construct a strong sense of 
global citizenship amongst students and 
alumni, which helps build a shared sense of 
community values and practices.

Regular meetings between SAC and Clubs 
& Societies representatives are held for 
updates on their on-going activities. Our 
student support departments also work 
closely with the Student Council to nurture 
student clubs and associations, and to 
ensure that activities and programs are 
aimed at developing students in both a 
personal, and eventually a professional, 
capacity. Training/team building programs 
are also organised  to motivate and grow 
students by forging healthy student 
networks. We also financially support 
selected activities/events/training. In 
addition, UOW Malaysia KDU provides 
students with a diverse selection of 
opportunities for practical experience 
through the numerous co-curricular 
activities organized throughout the year. 
Students are encouraged to participate 
actively in these activities, as they 
provide valuable hands-on experience in 
leadership and character development. The 
mission of SAC is to enhance the overall 
educational experience of students through 
participation in social, cultural, intellectual, 
recreational, community services and 
campus governance programs.

Career Exploration 
Aims to support and facilitate UOW 
Malaysia KDU students in developing future 
skills, abilities and passion in building 
lifelong sustainable careers.

Culturation
Aims to encourage students to embrace 
their own cultural ideologies, values and 
also understand other cultures in order 
to spark a mutual respect in promoting 
diversity & inclusion.

Fitspiration
The amalgamation of the word ‘Fit’ and 
‘Inspiration’ is one of our initiatives to 
inspire fitness into students’ daily life. We 
aim to cultivate a physically and mentally 
healthy lifestyle in students.

Hatch Up
Aims to facilitate students in learning to 
develop entrepreneurial skills & mindset by 
supporting creativity, self-generated ideas 
and efforts in building their own businesses 
or services.

Sustainability
Aims to create awareness among students 
about the importance and need for 
sustainable efforts and personalised actions 
our students can take to make a difference. 

Endorsed by
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Business
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/business/

We ensure that our business students are armed with the 
knowledge, insights and skills, and empowered with experience, 
so that they stand out in our ever-evolving globalised economy and 
help create an economically prosperous tomorrow. The academic 
experience at UOW Malaysia KDU is designed for students who not 
only desire to study business, but also to build the characteristics 
and confidence necessary for a real world experience. Our focus on 
communication skills, emotional intelligence, identifying strengths 
and pursuing passions prepare them to become driven and intuitive 
leaders. 

Selangor
– Certificate of Business Communication  

MQA/PA/12904

– Diploma in Business Administration 
R3/345/4/0837(04/26) A 6845 

– Diploma in Accountancy 
R2/344/4/0407(10/21) A 7694 

– Bachelor of Business (Hons)  
Dual Award Program - UOW Australia 
R/340/6/0606(07/21) MQA/FA 0424 

– Bachelor of Accounting (Hons) 
R/344/6/0240(03/24) MQA/FA 3737  

– Bachelor in Accounting and Finance (Hons)  
N/344/6/0003(11/21) MQA/FA 7994  

– Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Banking & Finance  
R/343/6/0189(06/25) MQA/FA 5406 

– Postgraduate Certificate in Business Administration 
N/340/7/0764(04/25) MQA/PA 12216

– Postgraduate Diploma in Enterprise Risk Management 
N/340/7/0763(04/25) MQA/PA 12217 

–  Master of Business Administration  
N/340/7/0712(11/21) MQA/FA 8098

 – Master of Arts 
N/340/7/0601(08/20) MQA/PA 7198

– Doctor of Philosophy (Business) 
N/340/8/0732(09/25) MQA/PA 11120 

Penang
– Diploma in Business 

R2/340/4/0780(07/24) A 9867 

– Diploma in Accounting 
N/344/4/0385(04/25) MQA/FA 4998 

– Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Business Management  
Dual Award Program - UOW Australia 
N/345/6/0996(11/21) MQA/FA 8388 

– Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Business Management  
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/345/6/0996(11/21) MQA/FA 8388 

– Bachelor of Arts (Honours) International Business Management 
N/345/6/1119(02/25) MQA/PA 11682 

 – Bachelor of Accountancy (Honours) 
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/344/6/0474(09/21) MQA/FA 8034

– Master of Business Administration 
N/345/7/1095(02/26) MQA/PA 9512 

– Master of Business 
N/340/7/0756(10/25) MQA/PA 9617 

– Doctor of Philosophy (Business) 
N/340/8/0731(08/25) MQA/PA 9619 

Academic 
Schools
UOW Malaysia KDU’s Academic Schools 
are the foundation of the institution and 
represent our commitment to providing 
world-class teaching.

uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/business/
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Built Environment
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/built-environment-interior-design/

Built Environment refers to the man-made surroundings that give 
the setting to human movement, going in scale from structures and 
parks or green spaces, to neighbourhoods and urban communities. 
In other words, we are designing how humans interact with 
our surroundings. At UOW Malaysia KDU we focus on Interior 
Design and Architecture, and how we can make our surroundings 
sustainable and comfortable.

Penang
– Diploma in Interior Design 

R2/214/4/0127(10/24) A 5024 

– Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Interior Architecture  
N/581/6/0090(09/21) MQA/PA 8036 

Communication & 
Creative Arts
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/communication-creative-arts/

We offer an environment for communication and creative arts 
students to immerse themselves in their passion and explore their 
potential as they develop their talents. Our communication and 
creative arts programs are carefully designed and developed with 
insights from industry professionals, and its syllabus is thoughtfully 
curated to keep students up-to-date with emerging practices and 
standards in the communication and creative arts fields, while 
ensuring they have a strong understanding of conventional mass 
communication and arts. 

Selangor
–  Diploma in Communication & Media  

R2/321/4/0050(02/23) A 8399

 –  Diploma in Entertainment Arts  
R2/212/4/0005(01/22) MQA/FA 1210

 –  Diploma in Entrepreneurial Design 
R/214/4/0069(03/23) MQA/FA 2250

–   Bachelor of Communication (Hons) 
R/321/6/0187(07/21) MQA/FA 0477

 –   Bachelor of Communication (Hons) Public Relations 
N/342/6/0209(02/24) MQA/PA 11118

–   Bachelor of Communication (Hons) in Media Production 
N/321/6/0239(07/23) MQA/PA 9071

–  Bachelor of Creative Industry Management (Hons)  
N/213/6/0348(11/24) MQA/PA 11119

–  Master of Arts (Communication Management)  
N/321/7/0234(07/23) MQA/PA 9070 

– Master of Design (Innovation) 
R/214/7/0143(04/25) MQA/FA 5264 

–  Master of Arts (Social Science) 
N/310/7/0027(10/25) MQA/PA 13824

–  Doctor of Philosophy (Social Science) 
MQA/PA 12250

Penang
–  Diploma in Mass Communication 

R2/321/4/0060(12/22) A 8444 

–  Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in New Media and Advertising* 
N/321/6/0214(04/22) MQA/FA 8081 

–  Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Public Relations   
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/321/6/0209(11/21) MQA/FA 8078  

–  Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Media Production  
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/321/6/0210(11/21) MQA/FA 8079 

Computing & Creative 
Media
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/computing-creative-media/

Humanity is now standing at the brink of a technological revolution 
like no other generation has ever seen or encountered. This 
technology revolution will dramatically alter the way people live 
their lives from the way they communicate, to the way they do 
business. It will fundamentally alter the very fabric of society in 
terms of its scale, scope, and complexity. It is, therefore, a necessity 
to understand diverse measurements of digital technology as 
an essential part of the skill set and knowledge base for the next 
generation of talent. As we advance further in this hyper-connected 
world, digital literacy and technological knowledge becomes more 
a necessity than a simple advantage. We are witnessing technology 
which has been designed to mimic the way we think, imagine and 
create, permeate into our everyday activities. Understanding the 
interplay between computing and the highly immersive world of 
digital entertainment, UOW Malaysia KDU embodies the concept 
of “Technological Artistry”, an approach to merge creativity 
into technology, producing graduates who can bridge these 
two distinct disciplines that are in the forefront of innovation. 
Utilising a combination of strategic industry collaborations and 
academic partnerships, UOW Malaysia KDU aims to produce young 
computing and creative media talent that not only fulfil the needs of 
the industry, but help shape what it will become in the future.

Our academic programs allow you the opportunity to explore 
the boundaries of technology from the science of computing and 
technology, to the forefront of entertainment technology including 
video games, animation and visual effects. 

Selangor
– Diploma in Computer Studies  

R2/481/4/0118(05/22) A 7983 

– Diploma in Sequential Art  
N/213/4/0336(04/23) MQA/PA 9586

– Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons)  
Dual Award Program - UOW Australia 
R/481/6/0691(07/21) MQA/FA 0432

– Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Digital Media Production  
N/213/6/0333(05/23) MQA/PA 9096

– Bachelor of Game Development (Hons)  
R/481/6/0144(01/22) MQA/FA 1196

– Bachelor of Software Engineering (Hons)  
Dual Award Program - UOW Australia 
R/481/6/0633(04/25) MQA/FA 5265

–  Bachelor of Information Systems (Hons) Enterprise Information 
Systems  
N/482/6/0123(09/21) MQA/PA 8306

Penang
–  Diploma in Information Technology  

R2/482/4/0193(08/24) A 5031

–  Diploma in Digital Animation  
N/213/4/0262(07/25) MQA/FA 5804 

–  Bachelor of Software Engineering (Hons)  
N/481/6/0821 (09/21) MQA/PA 11683

–  Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons)  
Dual Award Program - UOW Australia 
N/481/6/0755(09/21) MQA/FA 8050

–  Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons)  
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/481/6/0755(09/21) MQA/FA 8050

–  Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons) in Computer and Network 
Technology  
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/481/6/0769(09/21) MQA/FA 8180 

–  Bachelor of Information Systems (Hons) 
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/482/6/0124(09/21) MQA/FA 8186 

 –  Master in Computer Science  
N/481/7/0804(01/23) MQA/PA 9271

–  Doctor of Philosophy (Computer Science)   
N/481/8/0787(08/25) MQA/PA 9618 

“I treasure the unique learning 
atmosphere at UOW Malaysia KDU. 
You feel part of a supportive team, 
where each lecturer, and each of your 
peers are always ready to support and 
guide you along the way. Proficient 
teaching, creative classes, effective 
explanations, and engaging material 
that you get at UOW Malaysia KDU all 
contribute to your success in industry”

ALICIA TAN

BACHELOR OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING (HONS)* January 2022 Intake only

uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/built-environment-interior-design/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/computing-creative-media/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/communication-creative-arts/
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Engineering
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/engineering/

In the modern world we live in, it is easy to see how complexities 
give rise to challenges, day by day. It is also remarkable to see how 
engineering marvels are created as the solution to those challenges. 
Engineers create the reality we live in today, by addressing complex 
technical problems and enhancing our quality of life through the 
advancement of science and technology. Creativity and problem-
solving are at the heart of every engineering industry, and with 
such a pivotal role to play, qualified and skilled engineers are in 
escalating demand and will remain to be throughout the world.

Engineering courses at UOW Malaysia KDU are driven by a 
design-centric curriculum, training students to hone their complex 
problem-solving skills. Students are equipped with everything 
necessary to adapt to rapid changes in the engineering field with 
high ethical and professional standards while demonstrating stellar 
communication and leadership skills. Not only that, students also 
gain valuable hands-on experience by participating in real-world 
projects and have the opportunity to become a research assistant 
at an undergraduate level through our undergraduate research 
program. 

Selangor
– Diploma in Electrical & Electronics Engineering  

R2/523/4/0185(07/24) A 3807 

– Diploma in Mechanical Engineering  
N/521/4/0157(06/22) MQA/PA 8692  

 – Bachelor of Electrical & Electronics Engineering with Honours 
R/523/6/0049(09/21) MQA/FA 0483

–  Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering with Honours  
R/521/6/0047(02/25) MQA/FA 2023

 – Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering with Honours*  
N/521/6/0139(05/21) MQA/PA 8097

– Master of Science  
N/440/7/0025(07/21) MQA/PA 6627 

– Doctor of Philosophy (Engineering)  
N/520/8/0997(11/21) MQA/PA 8691  

Penang
–  Diploma in Mechatronics Engineering  

R/523/4/0014(04/21) MQA/FA 0284

–  Bachelor of Science (Hons) Electrical & Electronic Engineering   
N/523/6/0308(08/25) MQA/PA 9776

–  Bachelor of Science (Hons) Mechatronics Engineering  
Dual Award Program - University of Lincoln, UK 
N/523/6/0309(08/25) MQA/FA 9777

– Master of Science (Engineering) 
N/520/7/0110(01/23) MQA/PA 9272 

* January 2022 Intake only

Hospitality, Tourism & 
Culinary Arts
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/hospitality-tourism-culinary-arts/

Hospitality, tourism and culinary arts are all inextricably 
interrelated to the pursuit of fulfilling experiences. Dynamic and 
constantly evolving, the hospitality, tourism and culinary arts 
industries are bustling full of exciting employment opportunities, 
both locally and internationally.

These exciting service-focused fields require broad skills, 
knowledge and etiquette covering a range of areas; from front 
office management, hospitality and tourism geography, event 
management, food and beverage services, menu development and 
such for hospitality, to culinary essentials, food nutrition and 
production, culinary artistry, molecular cuisine, advanced butchery 
and various cuisine styles for culinary.

At UOW Malaysia KDU, students are taught in specialised facilities 
that mirror state-of-the-art, real-world environments. Our range 
of programs ensure graduates are armed with a combination of 
knowledge and skills for an industry that is a growing contributor to 
burgeoning economies. 

Selangor
– Certificate in Hotel Operations  

N/811/3/0280(07/20) MQA/FA 6154  

– Diploma in International Hotel Management  
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
R/811/4/0268(04/25) MQA/FA 5501

– Diploma in Culinary Arts  
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
R2/811/4/0269(11/25) A 6426

– Bachelor of Hospitality Management (Hons)  
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
R/811/6/0285(07/21) MQA/FA 0450  

– Bachelor of Culinary Management (Hons)  
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
R/811/6/0286(07/21) MQA/FA 0451  

– Master of Business Administration 
(Specialisation in Hospitality Business Management) 
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
N/340/7/0712(11/21) MQA/FA 8098

Penang
– Diploma in International Hotel Management  

Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
N/811/4/0344(06/22) MQA/PA 8179 

– Diploma in Chef Training  
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
R2/811/4/0181(07/24) A 10191 

– Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in International Culinary Arts  
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
N/811/6/0365(05/25) MQA/PA 8967 

– Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in International Hotel & Tourism 
Management  
Dual Award Program - IMI International Management Institute, Switzerland 
N/811/6/0364(05/25) MQA/PA 8968 

 – Master of Science in Hospitality and Tourism 
N/811/7/0349(08/25) MQA/PA 9616

 – Doctor of Philosophy (Hospitality and Tourism) 
N/811/8/0349(08/25) MQA/PA 9620

“UOW Malaysia KDU offers an 
unparalleled learning environment in 
which students are engaged in a hands-
on, realistic approach mirroring what 
to expect in the culinary industry. My 
experience at UOW Malaysia KDU 
exposed me to various cuisines, a vast 
spectrum of cooking techniques, and 
an opportunity to work directly with 
renowned chefs. The quality of the 
lecturer, and their cumulative experience 
in the field, laid the foundation on 
which I could build the confidence I 
needed in order to pursue my career.”

NICHOLAS TAN CHOON YEW

BACHELOR OF CULINARY MANAGEMENT (HONS)

uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/engineering/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/hospitality-tourism-culinary-arts/
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Health Science 
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/health-science/

Nursing career opportunities are greater, more varied and the 
demand for qualified nurses has never been higher than ever 
before. As the health care field becomes increasingly complex and 
specialized, nurses are finding their careers more challenging. 
We deliver results with a 100% passing rate in Nursing Board 
Examinations in the 12 years since we started. Our students go to 
General Hospitals for clinical posting where they can gain a wide 
diversity of clinical experience. This is complemented by industry 
standard campus facilities ensuring our graduates are adaptive, 
equipped to think on their feet. Nursing is a financially lucrative 
and respected international career path. At UOW Malaysia KDU 
experience an international study environment alongside students 
from all over the world. 

Penang
– Diploma in Nursing  

R2/723/4/0041(04/22) MQA/FA 2533 

Law
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/law/

Law is one of the oldest fields of study, and remains as one of the 
most sought-after and widely respected programs in the world. A 
law degree is the first step towards a career path in the traditional 
legal sector, whether as a practicing advocate or solicitor. However, 
a Bachelor of law course is also one that opens many doors. The 
modern law graduate can move into a variety of positions not only 
confined to the courts but may also venture into government, the 
public sector, business, corporations and even in entertainment. 
As the legal profession grows more dynamic every day, there is a 
demand for law graduates who are holistic in their approach and 
global in their outlook.

At UOW Malaysia KDU, our emphasis on holistic education and real-
world learning gives our students the best exposure in the study 
of law. We guide students to discover the role they are most suited 
for when studying law here. Our Bachelor of Laws (3+0) University 
of London International programme is tailored to help students 
develop their legal analytical, communication, problem-solving, 
critical thinking and research skills so they may excel in any career 
choice – whether as practicing attorneys, members of the judiciary 
or other legal professionals across a myriad of industries. 

Selangor
– Bachelor of Laws (LL.B) (3+0)  

University of London International Programs  
R2/380/6/0023(07/24) A 3700  

Social Sciences 
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/social-sciences/

Social science subjects are united by a focus on understanding the 
workings of human society. This could mean becoming an expert 
in one sphere, such as business or sociology, or taking a more 
holistic approach to understanding the causes of social change, 
or the relationships between individual and state. Studying the 
Social Sciences at UOW Malaysia KDU will stimulate the curiosity, 
encourage you to seek answers to important questions and 
developing skills that need to engage around the world.

Selangor
 – Certificate of Business Communication 

MQA/PA/12904

 – Diploma in Early Childhood Education  
N/143/4/0177(07/25)MQA/PA12198 

  – Master of Arts (Social Science) 
N/310/7/0027(10/25) MQA/PA 13824

– Doctor of Philosophy (Social Science) 
N/310/8/0041(05/27) MQA/PA 12250

Pre-University Studies 
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/pre-university-studies/

A good pre-university program ensures students are able to cope 
and have a smooth transition into university life, grounding them in 
the fundamentals of their foundation studies and preparing them to 
meet the challenges ahead.

At UOW Malaysia KDU, we are backed with years of experience 
in preparing students to meet the vigorous demands of tertiary 
education worldwide, and for our success thereat. Our pre-
university & foundation studies courses are not only aimed at 
imparting knowledge but also at developing students’ skills set, 
confidence, character and integrity, providing students with the 
best possible head start in their university life. 

Students within our foundation programs receive an offer letter 
guaranteeing them a place at the University of Wollongong Australia 
upon graduation

Selangor
–  Foundation in Arts 

N/010/3/0492 (12/22) MQA/FA 9024 

– Foundation Studies  
R/010/3/0111(02/23) MQA/FA 2523

–  Foundation in Engineering  
R2/010/3/0236(07/24) A 10301

–  Cambridge A Level  
R2/010/3/0163(07/23) MQA/FA 2351

Penang
– Foundation in Arts   

N/010/3/0492(12/22) MQA/PA 9024 

– Foundation in Science  
N/010/3/0419(12/21) MQA/FA 8033 

Professional 
Accountancy
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/professional-accountancy/

UOW Malaysia KDU courses related to Accounting helps you to 
Build Your Core Skills to Drive Success and Lead in Accounting. 
Accountants are depended upon to manage organisations’ financial 
records and activities, making it an indispensable role in any 
business setting.

The language of accountancy is globally spoken, making it easy for 
skilled qualified accountants to find work anywhere in the world.

The Professional Accountancy Centre (PAC) at UOW Malaysia 
KDU is an ACCA Platinum Approved Learning Partner, which is the 
most prestigious level attainable. Platinum status is obtained when 
Learning Partners demonstrate the highest standards to provide 
students with the best possible chance of success, and this includes 
the quality and consistency of academic standard as well as student 
support. 

Selangor
–  Foundations in Accountancy (FIA) 

R2/344/3/0111(03/23) A 9018

 –  Association of Chartered Certified  Accountants (ACCA) 
R2/344/6/0112(03/23) A 9017 

American Degree 
Transfer Program
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/american-degree-transfer-program/

The American Degree Program (ADP) is perfect for students who 
intend to study in an American-style liberal arts environment, as 
it is designed to prepare students with the skills and knowledge to 
continue their education in the United States. Designed as a direct 
route into a degree pathway, the ADP’s liberal arts education system 
is flexible, supports the spirit of inquiry and fosters a culture of idea 
exchange by focusing on critical thinking. This falls in line with the 
ideal that students will reach their full potential in the midst of a 
diverse environment they helped to create, which will open more 
doors to various communities around the world.

UOW Malaysia KDU was the first education institution to introduce 
the ADP degree program to Malaysians in 1983. As a pioneering 
educator in this field, we have enabled thousands of students to 
transfer to over 500 universities and colleges across the United 
States for over 38 years.

Selangor
–   American Degree Transfer Program* 

R2/210/6/0008(07/21) A 7302 

Intensive English 
Program
uowmkdu.edu.my/programme/certificate-in-intensive-english/

Learners will be able to acquire the core skills of listening, speaking, 
reading and writing in the course. These skills are taught in an 
enjoyable and activity-centred environment to make learning 
a pleasure. To further enhance English language skills and 21st 
century skills, project-based learning is introduced in this course. 
Working on projects in teams, learners not only reinforce their 
communication skills, but also strengthen their problem-solving 
skills, time-management skills, and research-gathering techniques 
using technological tools. With these combined skills, learners 
become autonomous drivers of their future.

At the end of this course, learners would have undergone a thorough 
grounding in all aspects of grammar and comprehensive training 
in the core skills which provide them with a solid foundation to 
facilitate better learning in the future.

Selangor & Penang

Short / Long Term 
Mobility Program
uowmkdu.edu.my/current-students/ 

The UOW Malaysia KDU Mobility Program enables students to 
experience the cultural melting pot of Malaysia while pursuing their 
studies. We believe that students from all walks of life should have 
the opportunity for a global experience to cultivate development of a 
broader mindset, cultural sensitivity, emotional resilience as well as 
gain valuable skills in relationship building. 

Our Mobility Program is designed to uniquely blend overseas travel 
with cross-cultural experiences to produce global citizens who 
are able to think and act globally. Through being immersed within 
English speaking, multi-cultural Malaysia students gain knowledge 
in both the cultural and academic spheres. The program is quite 
flexible in nature,  allowing students to move to UOW Malaysia 
KDU for as short 2 weeks, or for a longer such as a  semester or a year.

Selangor & Penang
* January 2022 Intake only

“I have always wanted to be in a career 
that will make a difference in people’s 
daily lives, and the nursing profession 
allows me to do that. The UOW Malaysia 
KDU nursing program has a distinct 
plus-point in that many students are 
fully sponsored and enjoy a guaranteed 
nursing position upon graduation. 
This will be my future career path.”

NURSHAQINA BINTI TASIM 

DIPLOMA IN NURSING

uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/health-science/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/law/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/pre-university-studies/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/american-degree-transfer-program/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programme/certificate-in-intensive-english/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/professional-accountancy/
uowmkdu.edu.my/current-students/
uowmkdu.edu.my/programmes/social-sciences/
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Surroundings
Malls & Eateries
Utropolis Marketplace is just a five-minute 
walk away. There is a host of eateries within the 
vicinity, these include restaurants serving halal 
and fast food at CITTA Mall, Giant Hypermarket 
and AEON Mall Shah Alam.

Shuttle Services & Public Transport
Easy accessibility to public transport with shuttle 
bus round trips services between UOW Malaysia 
KDU Glenmarie Campus, Subang Jaya, Shah 
Alam, Petaling Jaya and Damansara Jaya.

Facilities
General
– 6-tier security (24 hour security)
– 24 hour games and entertainment room
– 24 hour study room
– Coin-operated laundrette
– Residence wide free wi-fi coverage
– Food & beverage and retail outlets
– 24 hours convenience store
– Complimentary carpark
– Free shuttle service

Within Units
-  Induction cooker
-  Water dispenser
-  Refrigerator
-  Shower heater
-  Dining table and chairs
-  Shoe rack

In-Room
-  Pre-paid system air conditioning
-  Single sized bed
-  Study table and chair
-  Book rack / shelf
-  Wardrobe with vanity mirror

More than 600 beds available to accommodate 
our students. 
UOW Malaysia KDU offers a range of accommodation options conveniently located 
both on-campus and nearby Selangor and Penang Campuses, or you can choose from 
Homestay or private rental options.

UOW Malaysia KDU student accommodation Ultropolis, 
Glenmarie, Selangor
UOW Malaysia KDU Student Accommodation is great value for money and features 
the supportive, but non-intrusive presence of pastoral care as well as benefitting from 
a high speed broadband service to help students maximise their learning experience. 
Our 7-storey building can accommodate up to 612 students coming from different 
schools who will be able to interact with one another. 

UOW Malaysia KDU student accommodation for  
George Town, Penang
As a premier higher education centre, UOW Malaysia KDU Penang 
University College is complete with accommodation facilities ranging 
from hostel apartments to hostel residences for both local and 
international students.

The hostels are fully furnished, well-maintained and comfortably 
equipped with basic amenities. Residents are responsible for the 
cleanliness of the premise. Professional cleaners are engaged for 
thorough weekly cleaning. A 24-hour security service is provided to 
ensure resident’s safety. Facilities available include a central kitchen, 
dining hall, laundry room with washing machine, TV room, study 
room, vending machine, refrigerator and microwave.

UOW Malaysia KDU student accommodation for  
Batu Kawan, Penang
The hostel is located at the newly completed Utropolis Batu Kawan. 
The units are fully furnished, wel l-maintained and comfortably 
equipped with basic amenities. Students are responsible for t he 
cleanliness of the premise. Professional cleaners are engaged to clean 
the premise on a monthly basis. Facilities avai lable include high 
speed wi-fi internet, personal lockers, swimming pool, gym, futsal & 
basketball court and 24 hour security etc.

Henry Butcher Real Estate (Penang) Sdn. Bhd. (HB) Student 
Accommodation also assists students who prefer alternative 
arrangements to source for suitable housing with private households 
within the vicinity of the university college.

Accommodation

For more information or booking, please 
email to accommodation@uowmkdu.edu.my or call +603 5565 0538 (ext. 0462) for Selangor accommodation or; 
email to eugene.sim@kdupg.edu.my / syphuah@kdupg.edu.my or call +604 238 6368 (ext. 6231/6230) for Penang accommodation.

Or visit our website at uowmkdu.edu.my/campuses/accommodation/

Facilities
– 6-tier security (24 hour 

security)
– Laundry Room
– Study Room
– TV Lounge
– Common Area
– Kitchen

uowmkdu.edu.my/campuses/accommodation/
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do so much
We are combining world-leading 
researchers and academics, modern 
technology and students – like you – to 
deliver real change to the environment, 
economy, society and culture.
You will be inspired to combine your 
passion with purpose and make a 
positive impact on society.

USING 3D PRINTERS TO  
MAKE ORGANS

Professor Gordon Wallace is leading 
research such as bio-printing cells, 
3D printing prosthetic ears, and 
experimenting with stem cells, with the 
aim to create a living, growing organ for 
patients. It’s where science fiction might 
soon become fact.

I wouldn’t be game to say there’s 
something that’s just not possible. It 
may take some time and some genius, 
but we’ve got that genius in the next 
generation of researchers that are coming 
through.

—
PROFESSOR GORDON WALLACE

VISUALISING HOW  
DISEASE COMES ABOUT

With Australia’s most powerful 
microscope and a team of researchers, 
Distinguished Professor Antoine van 
Oijen is discovering more about humans 
at a molecular level – to literally see how 
disease comes about and find new ways 
to cure it.

Seeing and understanding what’s 
happening at the molecular level will help 
scientists discover cures for diseases. It 
will unlock the door to an unprecedented 
understanding of how life works.

—
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR  
ANTOINE VAN OIJEN

UOW is solving the 
world's challenges 
through our onsite 
research facilities 
and institutes. From 
3D printing human 
organs, to curing 
disease in new ways.

Change 
that matters

Learn more about our innovation and research including how you can have an impact:  
uow.info/research

Global Challenges Program
The UOW Global Challenges Program exists to 
bring together expert teams in collaboration with 
industry, government and the wider community.

The magic happens when these unlikely 
collaborators, each from varying disciplines, find  
a shared focus for their passions.

The program has almost one hundred active 
projects working toward the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals – some of the most pressing 
global issues that affect us all.

 
Equal 13th
in the world for economic and social 
impact in the Times Higher Education 
University Impact Rankings 2019

World class 
people and places



Scan here to 
find out more

The UOW Malaysia KDU, part of the University of Wollongong Australia Global Network attempts to ensure the information contained in this publication is correct at the time of production 
(January 2021); however, sections may be amended without notice by the institute in response to changing circumstances or for any other reason. Check with the institute at the time of application/
enrolment for any updated information.

UOW Malaysia KDU College, 
Utropolis, Glenmarie  DK280-01(B)

Level 5, Jalan Kontraktor U1/14,  
Seksyen U1, 40150 Shah Alam, Selangor.

+603 7953 6688

UOW Malaysia KDU University College,  
Utropolis, Glenmarie  DU013(B) 

Jalan Kontraktor U1/14,  
Seksyen U1, 40150 Shah Alam, Selangor.

+603 5565 0538

UOW Malaysia KDU Penang  University College, 
George Town  DKU322(P)

32, Jalan Anson,  
10400 George Town, Pulau Pinang.

+604 238 6368

UOW Malaysia KDU Penang  University College,  
Batu Kawan  DKU322(P)

PMT 755, Persiaran Cassia Barat 3, 
 14110 Bandar Cassia, Pulau Pinang.

+604 563 6000

        uowmkdu.edu.my

        enquiry@uowmkdu.edu.my

                uowmkdu               UOW Malaysia KDU

uowmkdu.edu.my

